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Abstract. Dense retrieval has become the new paradigm in passage re-
trieval. Despite its effectiveness on typo-free queries, it is not robust when
dealing with queries that contain typos. Current works on improving the
typo-robustness of dense retrievers combine (i) data augmentation to ob-
tain the typoed queries during training time with (ii) additional robusti-
fying subtasks that aim to align the original, typo-free queries with their
typoed variants. Even though multiple typoed variants are available as
positive samples per query, some methods assume a single positive sample
and a set of negative ones per anchor and tackle the robustifying subtask
with contrastive learning; therefore, making insufficient use of the multi-
ple positives (typoed queries). In contrast, in this work, we argue that all
available positives can be used at the same time and employ contrastive
learning that supports multiple positives (multi-positive). Experimental
results on two datasets show that our proposed approach of leverag-
ing all positives simultaneously and employing multi-positive contrastive
learning on the robustifying subtask yields improvements in robustness
against using contrastive learning with a single positive.

Keywords: Dense retrieval · Typo-robustness · Contrastive learning.

1 Introduction

Dense retrieval has become the new paradigm in passage retrieval. It has demon-
strated higher effectiveness than traditional lexical-based methods due to its abil-
ity to tackle the vocabulary mismatch problem [5]. Even though dense retrievers
are highly effective on typo-free queries, they can witness a dramatic perfor-
mance decrease when dealing with queries that contain typos [11,12,14]. Recent
works on robustifying dense retrievers against typos utilize data augmentation
to obtain typoed versions of the original queries at training time. Moreover,
they introduce additional robustifying subtasks to minimize the representation
discrepancy between the original query and its typoed variants.

Sidiropoulos and Kanoulas [11] applied an additional contrastive loss to en-
force the latent representations of the original, typo-free queries to be closer to
their typoed variants. Zhuang and Zuccon [14] utilized a self-teaching training
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strategy to minimize the difference between the score distribution of the origi-
nal query and its typoed variants. Alternatively, Tasawong et al.[13] employed
dual learning in combination with self-teaching [14] and contrastively trained
the dense retriever on the prime task of passage retrieval and the dual task of
query retrieval (learns the query likelihood to retrieve queries for passages).

Despite the improvements in robustness, the existing typo-robust methods
do not always make optimal use of the available typoed queries. In detail, they
address the robustifying subtasks with contrastive learning, assuming a single
positive sample (query) and a set of negative ones per anchor (depending on the
approach, the anchor can be either a query or a passage). However, alongside
the original query, its multiple typoed variants are available. Hence, there is
more than one positive sample per anchor. As a result, we can leverage all the
available positives simultaneously and apply multi-positive contrastive learning
instead (i.e., contrastive learning that supports multiple positives). For instance,
Tasawong et al.[13] computes the contrastive loss for the query retrieval subtask
using only the original, typo-free query as relevant for a given passage. Given a
passage, we argue that both the original query and its typoed variations can be
considered as relevant and adopt a multi-positive contrastive loss instead.

Literature on contrastive learning has shown that including multiple positives
can enhance the ability of the model to discriminate between signal and noise
(negatives)[6,8]. Intuitively, multiple negatives focus on what makes the anchor
and the negatives dissimilar, while multiple positives focus on what makes the
anchor and the positives similar. To this end, contrasting among multiple pos-
itives and negatives can bring an anchor and all its positives closer together in
the latent space while keeping them far from the negatives.

In this work, we revisit recent methods in typo-robust dense retrieval and
unveil that, in many cases, they do not sufficiently utilize the multiple positives
that are available. Specifically, when tackling the robustifying subtasks, they
ignore that multiple positives are available per anchor and consider contrastive
learning with a single positive. In contrast, we suggest leveraging all the available
positives and adopting a multi-positive contrastive learning approach. We aim
to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 Can our multi-positive contrastive learning approach increase the robust-
ness of dense retrievers that use contrastive learning with a single positive?

RQ2 Does our multi-positive contrastive learning variant outperform its single-
positive counterpart regardless of the number of positives?

Our experimental results on two datasets show that our proposed approach of
employing multi-positive contrastive learning yields improvements in robustness
compared to contrastive learning with a single positive. 1

1 https://github.com/GSidiropoulos/typo-robust-multi-positive-DR

https://github.com/GSidiropoulos/typo-robust-multi-positive-DR
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2 Methodology

Contrastive learning is a vital component for training an effective dense retriever.
Current typo-robust dense retrievers use contrastive learning with a single posi-
tive sample and multiple negative ones for both the main task of passage retrieval
and the robustifying subtasks. In detail, given an anchor x, a positive sample
x+, and a set of negative samples X−, the contrastive prediction task aims to
bring the positive sample closer to the anchor than any other negative sample:

LCE(x, x
+, X−) = − log

ef(x,x
+)

ef(x,x
+) +

∑
x−∈X−

ef(x,x
−)

, (1)

where f is a similarity function (e.g., dot product).
However, in many cases, multiple positive samples are available per anchor

and can be used simultaneously to increase the discriminative performance of the
model. As opposed to the aforementioned contrastive loss that supports a single
positive, we propose employing a multi-positive contrastive loss to benefit from
all the available positives. Given an anchor x, multiple positive samples X+, and
multiple negatives X−, a multi-positive contrastive loss [6] is computed as:

LMCE(x,X
+, X−) = −

1

|X+|

∑

x+∈X+

log
ef(x,x

+)

ef(x,x
+) +

∑
x−∈X−

ef(x,x
−)

. (2)

This work aims to identify cases in typo-robust dense retrieval methods where
the robustifying subtasks consider only a single positive sample, even though
multiple ones are available, and optimize a contrastive loss. Next, we replace the
contrastive loss with its multi-positive alternative to benefit from all the avail-
able positives. Below we present the typo-robust dense retrieval methods we build
upon followed by our multi-positive variants. We focus on dense retrievers that
follow the dual-encoder architecture [5]. A traditional dense retriever,DR, is op-
timized only with the passage retrieval task. Given a query q, a positive/relevant
passage p+, and a set of negative/irrelevant passages P− = {p−i }

N
i=1, the learning

task trains the query and passage encoders via minimizing the softmax cross-
entropy: Lp

CE = LCE(q, p
+, P−). Positive query-passage pairs are encouraged to

have higher similarity scores and negative pairs to have lower scores.

2.1 Dense Retriever with Self-supervised Contrastive Learning

DR+CL alternates DR with an additional contrastive loss that maximizes the
agreement between differently augmented views of the same query [11]. This
loss enforces that a query q and its typoed variation q′, sampled from a set of
available typoed variations Q′ = {q′i}

K
i=1, are close together in the latent space

and distant from other distinct queries Q− = {q−i }
M
i=1: L

t
CE = LCE(q, q

′, Q−).
The final loss is computed as a weighted summation, L = w1L

p
CE + w2L

t
CE .
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DR+CLM is our multi-positive variant of DR+CL. Given a query q, instead of
sampling a different typoed variant q′ from a set Q′ at each update, we propose
simultaneously employing all typoed variants. To do so, we replace Lt

CE with
the following multi-positive contrastive loss that accounts for multiple positives:
Lt
MCE = LMCE(q,Q

′, Q−). The final loss is: L = w1L
p
CE + w2L

t
MCE .

2.2 Dense Retriever with Dual Learning

DR+DL trains a robust, dense retriever via a contrastive dual learning mecha-
nism [7]. In contrast to classic DR, which is optimized for passage retrieval only
(Lp

CE), DR+DL is optimized for the prime task of passage retrieval (i.e., learns
to retrieve relevant passages for queries) and the dual task of query retrieval (i.e.,
learns to retrieve relevant queries for passages). Therefore, given a passage p, a
positive query q+, and a set of negative queries Q− = {q−i }

M
i=1, it further mini-

mizes the loss for the dual task: Lq
CE = LCE(p, q

+, Q−). The dual training loss
is added to the prime training loss to conduct contrastive dual learning and train
the dense retriever. Specifically, the final loss is computed as L = Lp

CE +wLq
CE ,

where w is used to weight the dual task loss.
DR+DLM is our multi-positive variant of DR+DL. Contrary to DR+DL, we
propose that for the query retrieval task, given a passage p, we can have a set
of relevant queries consisting of the typo-free query and its typoed variants,
Q = {q+, q′1, q

′

2, . . . , q
′

K}. Thus, we replace the contrastive loss of Lq
CE with a

multi-positive contrastive loss, which can account for multiple relevant queries
at the same time. We define the multi-positive contrastive loss for the dual task
as: Lq

MCE = LMCE(p,Q,Q−). The final loss is computed as L = Lp
CE+wLq

MCE .

2.3 Dense Retriever with Dual Learning and Self-Teaching

DR+ST+DL trains a dense retriever with dual learning and self-teaching [13].
Similar to DR+DL, it minimizes the Lp

CE and Lq
CE for the main task of pas-

sage retrieval and the subtask of query retrieval, respectively. The additional
self-teaching mechanism distills knowledge from a typo-free query q into its ty-
poed variants Q′ = {q′i}

K
i=1 by forcing the model to match score distributions of

misspelled queries to the score distribution of the typo-free query for both the
passage retrieval and query retrieval task. This is achieved by minimizing the KL-
divergence losses: (i) Lp

KL = 1
K

∑K

k=1 LKL(s
′k
p , sp), where {s′1p , s

′2
p , . . . , s

′K
p } and

sp is the score distribution in a passage-to-queries direction (passage retrieval)
for the typoed queries and the typo-free query, respectively and (ii) Lq

KL =
1
K

∑K

k=1 LKL(s
′k
q , sq), where {s′1q , s

′2
q , . . . , s

′K
q } and sq is the score distribution

in a query-to-passages direction (query retrieval) for the typoed queries and the
typo-free query, respectively. The final loss is computed as the weighted summa-
tion of the four losses, L = (1−β)((1−γ)Lp

CE+γLq
CE)+β((1−σ)Lp

KL+σLq
KL).

DR+ST+DLM is our multi-positive variant of DR+ST+DL. Even though
DR+ST+DL simultaneously uses all the available typo variations of a query
in order to calculate the KL divergence losses for the prime passage retrieval
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task and the dual query retrieval, it uses only the typo-free query to compute
the contrastive loss for query retrieval (Lq

CE). To fully benefit from the multi-
ple available typoed queries per typo-free query, we replace the contrastive loss
for query retrieval Lq

CE with a multi-positive variant that supports samples with
multiple positives Lq

MCE . The final loss is computed as the weighted summation,
L = (1− β)((1 − γ)Lp

CE + γLq
MCE) + β((1 − σ)Lp

KL + σLq
KL).

3 Experimental Setup

Query augmentation. From the aforementioned methods, those employing
queries with typos in their training scheme are augmentation-based. In detail,
during training, the typoed queries are generated from the original, typo-free
queries through a realistic typo generator [9]. The typo generator applies the
following transformations that often occur in human-generated queries: random
character insertion, deletion and substitution, swapping neighboring characters,
and keyboard-based character swapping [4].

Datasets and evaluation. We conduct our experiments on MS MARCO pas-
sage ranking [10] and DL-Typo [14] on their typo-free and typoed versions. Both
datasets use the same underlying corpus of 8.8 million passages and ∼ 400K
training queries but differ in evaluation queries. DL-Typo provides 60 real-world
queries with typos alongside their manually corrected typo-free version. The
development set of MS MARCO consists of 6, 980 queries (the test set is not
publicly available). Following previous works [13,14], we obtain typo variations
for each typo-free query via a synthetic typo generation model and repeat the
typo generation process 10 times. To measure the retrieval performance, we re-
port the official metrics of each dataset. For the evaluation on the typo version
of MS MARCO, we report the metrics averaged for each repeated experiment
since typoed queries are generated 10 times for each original query.

Implementation details. We follow an in-batch negative training setting with
7 hard negative passages per query and a batch size of 16 to train the dense re-
trievers. 2 We use AdamW optimizer with a 10−5 learning rate, linear scheduling
with 10K warm-up steps, and decay over the rest of the training steps. We train
up to 150K steps. We implement the query and passage encoders with BERT [2].
When applicable, we set the query augmentation size to 40. For the remaining
hyperparameters specific to each method (e.g., weight w in DR+CL), we use the
values initially proposed by the creators of each method. We use the Tevatron
toolkit [3] to train the models and the Ranx library [1] to evaluate the retrieval
performance. Finally, we use the typo generators from the TextAttack toolkit
[9] for all the methods we experiment with to augment the training queries.

2 The original methods and our proposed counterparts employ the same number of
original, typo-free query-passage pairs per batch. However, our method leverages
multiple typoed variants for each query; therefore, the batch we need to fit in the
GPU memory is larger.
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4 Results

To answerRQ1, we compare the retrieval performance of our multi-positive con-
trastive learning approaches against the original models. From Table 1, we see
that employing our multi-positive contrastive learning approach yields improve-
ments in robustness against typos upon the original methods that use contrastive
learning with a single positive.

As expected, the more dramatic improvement comes when applying multi-
positive contrastive learning on DR+DL since the original work only considers
the typo-free query as positive when computing the contrastive loss for query re-
trieval (see Section 2.2). In contrast, in our DR+DLM , we consider the typo-free
query and all its available typoed variants as positives and use a multi-positive
contrastive loss for query retrieval. We also see improvements when compar-
ing DR+CL vs. our DR+CLM . In detail, employing all available positives (ty-
poed queries) at once and using multi-positive contrastive loss outperforms sam-
pling a different positive at each update and using a single positive contrastive
loss (see Section 2.1). The improvements are held even when comparing our
DR+DL+STM against DR+DL+ST, a model that already uses multiple posi-
tives. As seen in Section 2.3, DR+DL+ST uses a contrastive loss with a single
positive for the query retrieval dual task (i.e., Lq

CE) while considering multiple
positives simultaneously to compute the KL-divergence losses (i.e., Lp

KL, L
q
KL).

Table 1. Retrieval results for the settings of (i) clean queries (Clean), and (ii) queries
with typos (Typo). Statistical significant gains (two-tailed paired t-test with Bonferroni
correction, p < 0.05) obtained from models with multi-positive contrastive loss (ours)
over their original version with standard contrastive loss are indicated by †.

Model
Multi-positive
contrastive loss

MS MARCO DL-Typo
Clean Typo Clean Typo

MRR@10 R@1000 MRR@10 R@1000 nDCG@10 MRR MAP nDCG@10 MRR MAP

DR ✗ .331 .953 .140 .698 .677 .850 .555 .264 .395 .180

DR+DL ✗ .332 .953 .140 .698 .679 .826 .557 .269 .411 .186
DR+DLM ✓ .335 .958 .213† .866† .699 .864 .585 .347† .452 .259†

DR+CL ✗ .321 .957 .170 .787 .659 .797 .535 .284 .411 .207

DR+CLM ✓ .322 .956 .178† .811† .652 .847 .539 .290 .447 .215

DR+ST+DL ✗ .334 .951 .259 .893 .681 .868 .567 .412 .543 .315

DR+ST+DLM ✓ .335 .955 .261 .902† .687 .870 .579 .426† .583 .342†

At this point, we want to explore how the different numbers of positives affect
our multi-positive approach (RQ2). To do so, we compare our DR+DL+STM

against DR+DL+ST. In its training, the latter already employs multiple posi-
tives simultaneously to compute the KL-divergence losses. However, our multi-
positive approach fully benefits from the multiple available positives by incor-
porating them when computing the contrastive loss for query retrieval (Lq

CE →
Lq
MCE). Table 2 unveils that our multi-positive variant consistently outperforms

the original model for the different numbers of typoed variants per query.
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Table 2. Retrieval results for different query augmentation sizes (K). We report the
results in the format “R@1000 (MRR@10)” on MS MARCO with typos.

Multi-positive
contrastive loss

K

1 10 20 30 40

DR+ST+DL ✗ .884 (.251) .892 (.258) .894 (.258) .893 (.259) .893 (.259)
DR+ST+DLM ✓ .884 (.251) .898 (.260) .900 (.260) .902 (.261) .902 (.261)

5 Conclusions

In this work, we revisit recent studies in typo-robust dense retrieval and showcase
that they do not always make sufficient use of multiple positive samples. In de-
tail, they assume a single positive sample and multiple negatives per anchor and
use contrastive learning for the robustifying subtasks. Opposed to this, we pro-
pose to leverage all the available positives and employ multi-positive contrastive
learning. Experimentation on two datasets shows that following a multi-positive
contrastive learning approach yields improvements in the robustness of the un-
derlying dense retriever upon contrastive learning with a single positive.
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opinion of the authors, which is not necessarily shared or endorsed by their
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